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of the Southern Diocese of Swaminarayan Sampraday. The original
manuscript of Shikshapatri is preserved in Swaminarayan Temple at
Vadtal. Shikshapatri a collection of 212 shlokas in Sanskrit is now
available in more than ten languages.
Srimad Bhagavata Mar 14 2021 This book published by Advaita
Ashrama, a publication house of Ramakrishna Math, Belur Math, India is
an explanation of select verses of Srimad Bhagavata, the great devotional
scripture. The focus of the text has been in presenting the episodes
connected with Lord Krishna from the Bhagavata, The original text and
translation of these select verses has also been given.
Maxims of Vidur Oct 01 2022 The Scriptures Have Recorded That Vidur

Vidura May 04 2020
A Critical and Comparative Re-evaluation of Ethics of the NeoVedanta Aug 26 2019
Critical Perspectives on the Mahābhārata Nov 21 2021 Contributed
articles.
Bhagavad Geeta Jan 30 2020 Commentary on 'The Bhagavad Geeta' by
Swami Mukundananda
Vidur and Sanjay Mar 26 2022
SHIKSHAPATRI Aug 19 2021 Shikshapatri is a book of code of conduct
written in Sanskrit by Lord Swaminarayan himself at Vadtal the capital
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In His Previous Birth Was “Dharma Deva” The God Of Justice Himself.
Once The Great Ancient Sage “Mandavya” Was Wrongly Apprehended By
The Then King’S Officers As Leader Of A Robber Gang Who Had
Concealed Themselves In His Hermitage. He Was Impaled To A Spear By
The King’S Order. When The Sage Went To Dharma Raj After Two Days
The Sage Was Released From The Punishment Still Alive On The
Strength Of His Great Spiritual Merit. The Sage Went To Dharma Raj
And Asked What Crime He Had Committed To Deserve The Punishment.
He Was Told That As He Had Tortured Birds And Bees As A Child He Got
The Punishment. The Sage Was Angry And Cursed Dharma Raj Saying
You Shall Be Born On Earth For The Inordinately Harsh Punishment
Meted Out For A Child’S Crime Committed In Ignorance. As A Result Of
The Curse, Dharma Deva Had To Be Born As “Vidura” To The Palace
Maid Of Vichitra-Virya Son Of King Santanu, The Forerunner Of
Pandavas And Kouravas. Vidura Was So Well Up In Knowledge Of
Dharma That He Was Given The Appellation Of “Mahatma” For His
Unparalleled Knowledge Of Dharma Or Righteousness And For Being
Devoid Of Attachment And Anger. He Worked As Counsellor To The King
Emperor Dhritarastra Of Hastina To The Satisfaction Of All Concerned.
The Rulings Given By Him Satisfied All. The Maxims Selected For The
Book Are From His Counsels.
Power Thyself: Strive for Excellence and a better future Oct 28 2019
The Vidur-gita Nov 02 2022
Indian Women Writers Jan 12 2021 Brief biographical sketches and
major literary achievements of eminent Indian women writers.
Meaning and purpose of life Apr 14 2021 Meaning and Purpose of Life
are perhaps the most thought about, if not talked about, issues on the
planet since human beings have walked on earth. This book is another
attempt to understand the Meaning and Purpose of Life using the ideas
of Vedanta in Indian philosophy, and of mainstream economics. Starting
from first principles, Dr. Agarwal explores the core concept of Brahman
in Vedanta, and builds an axiomatic foundation for understanding the
meaning and purpose of life using the fundamental ideas of the
Prasthana Traya, and in particular of The Bhagavad Gita and The
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Principal Upanishads. Dr. Agarwal adheres to the philosophy of Karma
Yoga as his chosen area of interest for the exploration of meaning and
purpose, which allows him to seek linkages between the concepts of
social welfare in Vedanta and economics. Ideas of lokasamgraha in
Indian philosophy and of externalities in economics provide a clear
common ground between the two apparently disparate disciplines.
Throughout the book, he emphasizes simple practical approaches for
making life more meaningful and happier, while relying fundamentally on
the basic ideas of Vedanta.
The Bhagavad-Gita Aug 31 2022 The Bhagavad-Gita, the "Song of
God," is not only one of the most revered texts of Hinduism, but of world
literature and spirituality in general. Its 700 verses make up a small part
of the great Sanskrit epic Mahabharata, of which it can be said to be the
heart. It consists of a dialogue between the warrior Arjuna and Krishna,
avatar (incarnation) of the god Vishnu, about action and nonaction,
knowledge and love. The Gita is revered as a concise expression of Hindu
philosophy, as a work of profound poetry, and as a guide to enlightened
living. It is one of the most often translated of spiritual texts, and, as is
the case with other texts of its stature, new translations tend to enhance
rather than exhaust our understanding of it, revealing new facets of its
wisdom with each iteration. This fresh translation stands out from the
many others first of all in its careful faithfulness to the original language,
but also for the extensive tools for understanding it provides. It is
accompanied by detailed explanatory notes, as well as by the entire
Sanskrit text on facing pages--both in the original Devanagri alphabet
and in a romanized version that allows the reader to approximate the
sounds of this work that began with oral recitation (a pronunciation
guide is also provided). Also included is a literal, word-for-word
translation for comparison; extensive material on the background,
symbolism, and influence of the Gita; and an exhaustive glossary of
terms. It's like a course on the Bhagavad-Gita in a book.
Managing VUCA Through Integrative Self-Management Jun 16
2021 In this book, experts discuss whether volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity (VUCA) represent a challenge or a business
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opportunity. More intense debates on global climate change, increased
turbulence in financial quarters, increased job insecurity and high levels
of stress at the workplace are attracting attention in the context of
organization behavior and entrepreneurship. Fear and confusion have
become part and parcel of business, often undermining trust,
cooperation and inspiration. As a response, a new way of organizing selfmanagement has emerged. The book combines practical wisdom from
East and West, to develop integrative self-management theory and
practice; provides direction to support an integrative mind-set,
integrative organization and integrative leadership; and presents VUCA
as an opportunity and necessity for development and growth, rather than
a threat.
Shreemad Bhagavad Gita May 28 2022 The Shreemad Bhagavad Gita is
one of the most ancient scriptures in the world. Of all the scriptures, it is
said that Gita provides the deepest and most practical knowledge about
faith, devotion, surrender, detachment, and a release of expectations and
ownership over one’s own actions. But like any teaching, time and
unqualified minds can distort scriptures like this and misrepresent what
is contained within. It is for that purpose that the Lord continuously
takes birth on earth in the form of the Guru to revive the true essence of
the Gita and to demonstrate the simplicity and power of the divine
message of the Lord. One such Master is Paramahamsa Sri Swami
Vishwananda, and this book is his personal commentary on this timeless
knowledge. Included here are over 900 pages of verses, translations,
drawings for every chapter, and Paramahamsa Vishwananda's extensive
commentary. Perfect for the beginner as well as those who have read
other commentaries, this is more than just a book. It is a guiding light
that can be applied to every day, to every thought, and to every moment.
Sai Spiritual Mystic Wisdom Sep 27 2019 In the literature published
about Sai Baba of Shirdi, his divine sports are generally described
overlaid with the emphasis on Hindu orientation and euology so as to
create devotion in the readers' mind for him as a Hindu God or Deity.
This has led to creation of his idolatory. There is hardly any literature
available that deals with his spiritual mystic wisdom, which can be seen
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interspersed in his conversations and occasional seemingly, bizzare
utterances on certain occasions. He used to suggest certain books to his
close devotees for Shravan, Manan and Nidhidhyasan in the conclave of
the learned ones among them, and also at times himself making their
expositions in his conversations. In the present book an authoritative
attempt is made to delineate The Spiritual Mystic Wisdom of Sai Baba
based on integration of Sahaj Raj Yoga, Karm Yoga, Bhakti Yoga and
Jnana Yoga as he used to refer to devotees for their spiritual pursuits.
Acharya Purushottamananda, former Professor of Education, Jamia Millia
Islamia University, New Delhi, was born on 28" January, 1935 in a Jat
Zamindar family with historic tradition of valour and patriotism in Tehsil
Iglas of Aligarh District. He came in contact with the Revolutionary
movement for the independence of India, and the Arya Samaj Movement
under the legendary leadership of Raja Mahendra Pratap of Mursan. He
received his education leading to the post-graduation in Political Science
at Aligarh. He joined the government of India service in the Ministry of
Rehabilitation, but later went for further education. He received Master's
degree in Education from the University of Aligarh and also from the
University of Manchester, UK. Presently, he is engaged in peripatetic
mission by joining spiritual congregation of different orders, where he is
welcome; but has no organizational links with any religious or cult
organizations.
Sources Of Our Cultural Heritage Sep 07 2020 India is one of the
most ancient civilizations. India is a land of many creeds, the cradle of
mankind, the motherland of language, the mother of history, the
grandmother of epics and the great grandmother of traditions. Our
cultural heritage is ancient, vast, rich and blissful and its sources
are—four Vedas, 18 Puraanas, 108 Upanishads, the Ramayana, the
Mahabharata consisting of about one lakh verses, the Agamas of the
Jains, the Tripitikas of the Buddhists, the Guru Granth Sahib of the Sikh
brothers and the holy words of the pious saints of different regions. As
the time has passed, lack of knowledge about the same has failed to
create self pride and esteem for these. Also, unfortunately, during the
last few centuries, due to external attacks on the country, particularly
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those by the British, India has lost its capacity of guiding the world. The
newly educated generation of this country today is totally unaware of the
culture, traditions, philosophy and life values of this country. Sources of
Our Cultural Heritage will open the eyes of the people, trying to distance
themselves from Hinduism. This book will let them know the great
commonalities. It gives valuable knowledge and information about our
vast and enriched cultural heritage in a very simple and lucid language.
Vidura-niti Dec 31 2019
Encyclopedia of Indian Cinema Mar 02 2020 First Published in 1999.
Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Spiritual Wisdom May 16 2021 Everything and every word about
spirituality have already been said but the practical utility of spiritual
wisdom in day to day life to achieve success and live a blissful life is
lacking. Spiritual wisdom not only shows us the path of salvation and
freedom but also helps us to figure out the solutions for every problem in
all walks of human life and civilization. Spirituality is a well-defined,
scientific way to get any goal in life whether it is for justified worldly
desires or to fulfil the urge of salvation with a blissful route. The book is
an important read for the present generation, i.e. our youth as well as
the persons those who want to touch the divinity within. Due to the
universal nature of Spiritual Wisdom, it is bound to be on the shelves of
the coming generation as spiritual science is not something that can be
restricted to any one generation. The book itself contains the aura of
mysticism and a touch of the great teaching taken from the scriptures.
The book will teach how spiritual wisdom may change a person’s life.
The Essence of Gita Jul 30 2022 "We see our lives full of distress and on
the other side we see Krishna playing his flute and dancing". Since time
immemorial, the magnificent and excellent guidance of the Bhagavad
Gita has charmed the truth-seekers all over the world. . Yet its deepest
meaning has remained vague. Corporate trainer, coach and spiritual
guru Shashank Kasliwal has beautifully brought out the spirit of
Krishna’s Gita by connecting its characters to the human mind. The
different personalities Gita talks about symbolises the various mental and
emotional states a seeker can relate to. Kasliwal’s the Essence of Gita
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discusses, with recommended sadhnas and meditations, the key to
awaken the sleeping consciousness. There is an ongoing war,
Mahabharata, in our mind that is turning the body into a battleground,
the Kurukshetra to reclaim bliss. Using Krishna’s wisdom as a launch
pad, Kasliwal brings to life words that have the power to change the way
we see the world, change the way we see religion and above all, change
the way we are. No animal feels the suffering because they are utterly
contented as they are. Man is the only animal who is fundamentally
unhappy. Hence, the feeling of disgrace – because he knows, he can be
free. "We have been treading on the wrong path because we have not
found the right one for us." -Shashank Kasliwal
Hindutva Sep 19 2021 Hindutva is such a geo-cultural concept that has
respect, place and feeling of coexistence for everybody. This
synchronicity oriented cultural consciousness has made it quite liberal,
tolerant and flexible. The situation deteriorated when cultures of
external invaders taking advantage of the liberality of this overtolerant
culture and started cutting very roots of the same. Too much
permissiveness of Hindutva was treated as their cowardice and every
possible effort was made to destroy all its basic elements. Even today,
various kinds of conspiracies are being hatched with similar aim.
Forbearance has turned the supporters and followers of ‘Hindutva’ i.e.
‘Indianness’ indifferent, impotent and fatalistic. The common-goodoriented philosophy of self- righteousness did not imply that on the level
of this world and behaviour, we forget our duty towards ourselves and
not be alert to self-defence. The policy of abandonment in the face of
invaders has nothing to do with the philosophy and principle of
coexistence and tolerance. Every time Hindutva failed to fight the
invading enemies, they had to not only suffer humiliation but also live
under their subjugation. Hindutva is so devoted to pursuit of truth that it
does not compromise on any account. For Hindutva, existence of this
world is not the real truth, rather it is an illusion; in other words,
whatever is there in reality is a form of an eternal and true non-dual
Brahman. —From this book
The Dharma of Justice in the Sanskrit Epics Jun 04 2020 This book
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shows that many characters in the Sanskrit epics - men and women of all
varnas and mixed-varna - discuss and criticize discrimination based on
gender, varna, poverty, age, and disability. On the basis of philosophy,
logic and devotion, these characters argue that such categories are everchanging, mixed and ultimately unreal therefore humans should be
judged on the basis of their actions, not birth. The book explores the
dharmas of singleness, friendship, marriage, parenting, and ruling.
Bhakta poets such as Kabir, Tulsidas, Rahim and Raidas drew on ideas
and characters from the epics to present a vision of oneness. Justice is
indivisible, all bodies are made of the same matter, all beings suffer, and
all consciousnesses are akin. This book makes the radical argument that
in the epics, kindness to animals, the dharma available to all, is
inseparable from all other forms of dharma.
Textuality and Inter-textuality in the Mahabharata Jul 06 2020
Papers presented at the National Seminar on Textuality and
Intertextuality in the Mahabharata : Myth, Meaning and Metamorphosis
held at Ajmer.
Vedic Remedies in Astrology Oct 09 2020
Towards New India Jul 18 2021 Ever since receiving a historic mandate
in May 2014; the NDA Government under the dynamic leadership of
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has made a lot of structural changes
in governance and is scripting India’s economic turn around and is surely
making India a formidable superpower of the world. ‘New India 2022’ is
a vision and dream of Shri Modi for transforming India into a Clean
India; Poverty Free India; Corruption Free India; Terrorism Free India;
Communalism Free India; Casteism Free India by 2022. This book
focuses on several important aspects having direct or indirect impact on
New India movement like economy; banking; social issues; women
empowerment; national security etc. wherein subject experts have
written on important issues on how to take India forward. Collection of
well researched articles which will pave the path of NEW INDIA.
EFFECTIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS AND MEDIA STRATEGY, THIRD
EDITION Jul 26 2019 The author with over five decades of professional
and academic experience has considerably revised and updated every
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chapter of the book to present, contemporary diverse public relations
and media practices. As a result, the new edition contains the best of
previous editions and at the same time replaces all the dated material
with new figures and advanced information. Subjects like Mass
Communication, Public Relations, Journalism, Advertising, Media
Studies, Event Management, PR 2.0 New Model and eight case studies
including Mahatma Gandhi World's Greatest Communicator — all in one
make this edition truly unique and the only textbook of this type in India.
The other key topics that have been given attention in the book include
PR as a Strategic Management Function; Communication Models:
History of Indian PR; Standards and Ethics in PR; Corporate
Communications; PR in Government, Public Sector and NGOs; Global PR;
Internet and Social Media; Multimedia PR Campaign and PR into the
Future. Learning Tools • Students learning tools such as Chapter
Opening Preview, Relevant Case Problems in the Text, End of the
Chapter Summary for quick understanding, Review Questions for
practice, the Glossary and traits needed for success in PR career are
added value to this edition. The text is a must read for every student,
faculty and practitioners of Mass Communication, Media Relations,
Journalism, PR & Advertising and all management disciplines.
A Critical Appreciation of Austerity in Ancient Indian Literature
Feb 10 2021 According To This Book Though Brahmanism Developed
Into Hinduism Later On, Yet Asceticism Still Played An Important Role In
Hinduism As Well As In Jainism And Buddhism And Indian Life And
Society Till The Modern Time.
Yatharth Geeta English Jan 24 2022 5200 years long interval Srimad
Bhagavad Gita in its authentic and everlasting exposition. Yatharth Geeta
– The Geeta in its True Perspective Shreemad Bhagwad Geeta - Science
of Religion for Mankind What were the inner feelings and emotions of
Shri Krishn when he preached the Geeta? All inner feelings cannot be
expressed in words. Some can be told, some are expressed through the
body language, and the rest are to be realised which can only be
understood by a seeker through experiences. Only after attaining the
state which Shri Krishn had been to, an accomplished teacher knows
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what Geeta says. He simply does not reiterate verses of the Geeta but, in
fact, gives experiences to the inner feelings of the Geeta. This is possible
because he sees the same picture which was there when Shri Krishn
preached the Geeta. He therefore, sees the real meaning, can show it to
us, can evoke the inner feelings and would lead us on the path of
enlightenment. Rev. Shri Paramhansji Mahraj was also an enlightened
teacher of such a level and the compilation of his words and blessings to
grasp the inner feelings of the Geeta itself is the 'Yatharth Geeta". –
Swami Adgadanand
Indian National Bibliography Aug 07 2020
The Bhagavadgita with the Sanatsujatiya and the Anugita Feb 22
2022 This is a subset of the Sacred Books of the East Series which
includes translations of all the most important works of the seven nonChristian religions which have exercised a profound influence on the
civilizations of the continent of Asia. The works have been translated by
leading authorities in their field.
Guyanese Achievers Usa & Canada Dec 23 2021 Guyanese Achievers,
USA and Canada is the result of collaboration between Vidur Dindayal
and the Guyanese diaspora, who shared with him its recommendations
on whom to identify as examples of achievement. This volume chronicles
Guyanese people who reflect their nations rich multi-ethnic heritage.
These people demonstrate that Guyanese have been successful in North
America for a long time. For example, Sir James Douglas became the
governor of the colony of Vancouver Island and later the colony of British
Columbia in the 1850s. Today, he is considered the father of British
Columbia. For Guyanese, he is Guyanas first gift to Canada. A statue of
Sir James Douglas was unveiled in 2008 at his birthplace in Belmont,
Mahaica. At the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century, the
list of Guyanese who have been gifts to the United States and Canada is
impressive. Guyanese Achievers, USA and Canada celebrates the
academics, actors, doctors, educators, entrepreneurs, and others who, by
demonstrating inventiveness and persistence, have been recognized as
exemplars of Guyanese achievement in North America.
Grandma in the Board Room Jun 24 2019 Grandma in the Board Room
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(GIBR) is a gripping corporate saga of a current-day IT company,
EmergePro, in the crucial years between the Chennai floods to the
COVID19 lockdown. Emerge Pro is about to make a pathbreaking
announcement. The protagonist of the story Krishna Prasad (KP), after a
successful stint as its CEO, steering EmergePro from decline to
unimaginable growth within a span of five years, is the architect of this
surprise move. The story begins with an employee get-together, where
the suspense is to be broken with an announcement by the founder. It
weaves through the memory shares of the past five years of the
stakeholders in this growth story. KP, an outsider CEO recruited before
Chennai floods, has to find his way through the maze of corporate
relationships and win the support of a diverse and disinclined leadership
team. The journey winds through diverse ethnicity and leadership styles
– weak leader Ananth Ram, indifferent Subendu Das, intimidatingly
aggressive Suhas Ratnam, caring MD Rengarajan, faithful Neha Khosla,
naïve and enthusiastic Krithika, talented but not-so-confident Ashok
Kumar, ever-grateful Swetha Prakash, etc. – a complex intertwined
spaghetti of minds. KP has to carefully use his fork without breaking the
links. How the wisdom of the stories KP had learned in his childhood
from his grandma helps him overcome the challenges faced by him is a
great learning and a great read as well.
CHANAKYA NITI EVAM KAUTILYA ARTHSHASTRA Nov 29 2019
Mahapandit Chanakya ek rachnatmak vicharak the. Veh sarvshreshth
arthshastri ke saath-saath mahaan raajneetigya evam katuneetigya the.
Veh samraajya vinaashak bhi the tatha samrajya nirmaata bhi the. Unki 3
anupam kritiyan - chanakya neeti, chanakya sutra tatha kautilya
arthashastra hain. iss pustak mein inn teeno ki vistrit vyakhya lekhak
dwara prastut ki gayi hai. yeh pustak chintak, lekhak, prabandhak, sevak,
shasak, prashasak, raajneetigya se lekar samaanya jan sab hi ke liye
laabhdaayi tatha upyukt hai.
Gita: My Guide Oct 21 2021
Ancient Indian Scriptures and Human Resource Management Apr
26 2022 Indian scriptures are the treasure hove of philosophy—the
philosophy of work and life. They offer vital guidelines on Psychology,
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Sociology, Political Science, Social Psychology, Human Behavior and
Modern-day Management concepts. Ancient Indian scriptures such as
the Bhagavad Gita, Upanishads and some parts of Mahabharata are
included in the book for HRM topics such as self-management, ethics,
values, work potential, motivation, leadership, boss management, stress
management and interpersonal relationships, etc. The study used
quantitative methodology and collected data from 273 participants
working in ten Indian companies. The statistical results have been
included in the book only briefly to retain flow and fluency of thought for
the reader. The work addresses the vital HR management issues in a
culturally sensitive approach that is thoroughly based on Indian
scriptural advices. The study proposes to plug the gaps in existing
management knowledge that is lopsidedly based on the Western
management research and theories. Resultantly, Arjuna Syndrome Model
and Krishna Cure Model are presented. These models plug in the gaps in
existing literature in the HRM and advance theory by suggesting novel
ways of managing emotions, motivation, leadership, interpersonal
relationships, recruitment and work potential at workplace.
GITA for Gen A to Z Jun 28 2022 Yog Vaashishth: ‘Action and knowledge
are two wings of bird that must flutter in harmony to reach the horizon of
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liberation.’ A practiser controls his Indriys as a dog controls his wagging
tail; otherwise, the tail may start wagging the dog. Achieving personal
liberation is not the finale of Gita; fulfilling duties is also important. God
is the beneficiary of all good works as the government receives all taxes.
Mountaineers practise regulated breathing. Similarly, Krishn teaches
Praanaayaam to enable practisers to climb upwards in the rarefied
atmosphere of spirituality. Equality is the Acropolis where different
streets of Yogic practices converge. Attaining Yog through meditation is
like operating a bank locker. Its customer, the meditator, holds the first
key of relentless practice. Banker, the God, applies His key and opens
the locker only after the customer applies his key properly. An expert
tennis player practises same shot repeatedly to make his muscles
memorize it, and respond accurately in real play. A Yogee should
similarly keep his body, mind and soul fit. A spark ignites a firecracker
that causes more fireworks. Similarly, every spark of Sakaam Karm
generates a chain of reactions. We must extinguish such sparks with
water of self-control.
Nalanda and Buddhism Apr 02 2020 Contributed articles.
Accessions List, South Asia Dec 11 2020
Gita Darshan as Bhakti Yoga, as a Chaitanyite Reads it Nov 09 2020
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